
00:26:04 Ben: You set the targets in the indicator, yes? 

00:28:56 Aditya: Are we going long/short on the blue candle as soon as it breaks the box 

boundary or the next candle? Can you highlight exactly where to go long/short on the next candle. 

00:47:26 Aditya: Are we seeing 2 golden reversal lines - a red and a green? Can you walk through 

a bit slowly the steps that were on the slide mapped to the chart. 

01:03:21 Aditya: So, just to confirm - After the signal dot appears we are waiting for the volatility 

line to cross the golden reversal line 

01:04:28 Ninjacators: NEWS:  https://www.forexfactory.com/ 

01:07:32 Aditya: Can we walk through of the MES action between 07:10 07:20 where we see the 

short signal appear? I am getting stuck figure out what cross are we waiting for. 

01:15:07 Aditya: So the cross over is between the Golden Cross red line and the volatility line 

going which changes from blue color to red color. Just mark the cross over point and I will get it. 

01:30:53 Leigh: You are trying to find if you have an edge over a block. Are you profitable?  25 

trades block per strategy per change is the general rule. 

01:50:45 Ben: Y 

02:06:37 Ben: This is very interesting, can’t wait to “play” with this 

02:12:10 Aditya: This is great.. Looking into the kitchen 

02:26:59 Ninjacators: UESASupport@ninjacators.com 

02:40:36 Ben: The pullbacks frequently follow the signal. I’m with Greg on this. 

02:44:32 Aditya: I think once we try it out we will have questions. 

02:44:59 Ben: Yes, you have, a ton! 

02:48:15 Ninjacators: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lXHm7qmlg3bILVd5HEYLjCKvI-

9aS2cS/view?usp=sharing 

02:52:21 Ben: It worked to click on the URL then download 

02:53:18 Ninjacators:

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1geIsNsGAY80G5KWszk5PBUtpC_stQsTg/view?usp=sharing 

02:54:46 Ninjacators: UESASupport@ninjacators.com 

02:54:46 Aditya: Thank you!! This was a great start. Yes, sending something in advance will help a 

lot - we can read up on it in prep for the session. 

02:55:13 Ben: The PDF worked too. 

02:56:43 Ben: Thanks 


